Front seat covers and padding

Special Tools

♦ 80-200 Pry lever
Front seat bottom cover and padding, removing and installing

Removing

Note:

Removal and installation procedures may have to be modified slightly depending on equipment variants.

- Remove seat ⇒ Page 72-3.
- Remove backrest ⇒ Page 72-6.
- Pull cover -1- off seat frame -2- -arrows-. 
- Guide pry lever (80-200) -1- between seat frame -2- and cover -3- and press locking lugs -4- apart arrow -A-.
- Remove cover -3- and padding from seat frame -2-.
- Release wires from padding wire.
- Remove cover.

**Installing**

Install in reverse order of removal.
Front seat backrest cover and padding, removing and installing

Removing

**Note:**

*Removal and installation procedures may have to be modified slightly depending on equipment variants.*

- Remove head restraint (push button on side of restraint to lift off).
- Remove seat ⇒ [Page 72-3](#).
- Remove backrest ⇒ [Page 72-6](#).
- Unclip bottom of trim on rear of backrest and unhook upward.
- Separate beading strip -1- of cover -2- using screwdriver -arrows-. 
- Unhook tensioning wire -1- -arrows-.

- Pry off adjusting knob -1-. 

- Pull up cover -1- and release from tensioning frame -2- -arrows-.
- Pull cover -1- up over padding -3- and head restraint guides.
- Separate connector -4- for backrest heater, if necessary.
- Pull padding -3- off backrest -5-.

**Note:**

*Padding -3- is connected to lumbar frame -4- with Velcro® bands.*

**Installing**

Install in reverse order of removal.